
The Fascinating Numbers Behind Kansas:
Exploring America By The Numbers
When it comes to the heartland of the United States, Kansas often comes to
mind. Known for its iconic golden fields, rich history, and friendly locals, this
Midwestern state has a mesmerizing story to tell. Join us on a journey to explore
Kansas by the numbers and discover fascinating facts and statistics that make
this state truly unique.

1. Kansas in Numbers

Let's start with the basics. Kansas, also known as the Sunflower State, has a land
area of approximately 82,278 square miles. With a population of over 2.9 million
people, it ranks as the 35th most populous state in the country.

2. Famous Landmarks

Kansas is home to several historical landmarks that have shaped the country's
past. From the iconic Boot Hill in Dodge City, a burial ground of famous Wild West
figures, to the Brown v. Board of Education National Historic Site in Topeka, which
played a pivotal role in the desegregation of schools, the state is rich in cultural
significance.
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3. Agriculture and Economy

Agriculture plays a significant role in Kansas's economy. The state is one of the
leading producers of wheat, sorghum, and sunflowers in the nation. Kansas's
fertile soil and favorable climate have made it an ideal location for farmers to
thrive.

4. Tornado Alley

Many are familiar with Kansas's association with tornadoes. Due to its
geographical location, the state falls within Tornado Alley, a region known for its
high tornado activity. Kansas experiences an average of 96 tornadoes annually,
making it vital for residents to stay prepared and informed.

5. Education

Kansas boasts an impressive education system with numerous universities and
colleges. The University of Kansas, located in Lawrence, stands out as one of the
state's premier academic institutions.

6. Sports and Recreation

Sports are deeply ingrained in Kansas's culture. The state is home to passionate
fans of college basketball, particularly for the beloved Kansas Jayhawks.
Additionally, outdoor enthusiasts can enjoy various recreational activities,
including fishing, hiking, and wildlife hunting.
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7. The Wizard of Oz

Did you know that Kansas has a strong connection with the beloved movie, "The
Wizard of Oz"? The story is set in Kansas, and the famous line, "There's no place
like home," still resonates with both residents and visitors.

8. Famous Kansans

Kansas has produced some notable individuals who have made their mark in
different fields. From President Dwight D. Eisenhower to Amelia Earhart, a
pioneering aviator, the state has contributed to American history in many
significant ways.

9. Tourism and Attractions

Kansas offers a plethora of attractions for tourists. From the breathtaking Flint
Hills to the historic landmarks of Abilene, there is something for everyone to
explore. Visitors can also witness the stunning beauty of Monument Rocks, which
are often compared to a natural Stonehenge.

10. Home Sweet Home

Finally, Kansas's warm and friendly residents make it a welcoming place to call
home. The state's strong sense of community and Midwestern values create a
sense of belonging unmatched in many other parts of the country.

Kansas is more than just a state; it's an embodiment of the American spirit and
dream. With its rich history, breathtaking landscapes, and cultural significance, it
captures the essence of America By The Numbers. Whether you are a resident or
a visitor, there will always be something remarkable awaiting you in the heartland
of Kansas.
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Following the success of S is for Sunflower: A Kansas Alphabet, husbandand-
wife author team Devin and Corey Scillian join illustrator Doug Bowles in another
rousing state tribute. One Kansas Farmer: A Kansas Number Book "counts out"
an entertaining and educational travelogue of the state's history, geography,
famous people, and places. Topics include the dancing prairie chickens and the
invention of the microchip. Corey and Devin Scillian are graduates of the
University of Kansas. They now live in Michigan where Devin anchors the news
for WDIV-TV in Detroit. Devin's other children's books include the bestselling A is
for America: An American Alphabet and Brewster the Rooster. Doug Bowles
enjoys working with a wide range of clients in advertising, corporate, and editorial
jobs, as well as in the children's book market. He also enjoys working on fine art
collections and shows frequently in galleries around Kansas. Doug lives in
Leawood, Kansas.
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Exploring the Intersection of Art, Cartography,
and Cultural Geographies
In the vast realm of the art world, there exists a niche yet captivating field
where creativity meets geography: art cartography. This discipline delves
into the exploration...
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words come alive and imagination knows no bounds? If not, get ready to
step into the enchanting world of...
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Improv Lessons: Unleash Your Creativity with
GS Improv
Do you want to improve your public speaking skills, enhance creativity,
and boost your confidence? Look no further than GS Improv's Improv
Lessons. Join us as...
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Grocery Shopping By The Numbers: Unlocking
the Secrets of Smart Shopping in the 21st
Century
In the fast-paced world we live in, grocery shopping has evolved from a
simple errand to a skill that requires strategy, planning, and staying
updated with...

The Crowfield Demon: Unveiling the Crowfield
Curse - A Dark and Mystical Tale
Welcome to the eerie world of The Crowfield Demon – a haunting story
that will send chills down your spine. In this article, we delve into the
mysteries surrounding the...

Escrito Por Aitor Saraiba Ilustrado Por Paula
Bonet - Embracing Artistic Collaboration
The collaboration between two artists can often result in breathtaking
creations that transcend the boundaries of individual talents. Escrito Por
Aitor Saraiba Ilustrado Por...

The Ultimate Comprehensive Flowerhorn Care
Guide: Unveiling the Secrets of Raising a
Healthy Flowerhorn - Nikita Nain
Are you a passionate aquarium enthusiast looking to add a touch of
beauty and uniqueness to your tank? Look no further than the majestic
Flowerhorn fish! Known for their...
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